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USG votes
to support
Mercer
crosswalk
By Robin Coe
The BC News

Undergraduate Student
Government unanimously
passed a bill in support of
the Graduate Student Senate's proposal to add a
pedestrian crossing on
Mercer Road.
"Essentially, what they're looking for is a pedestrian crossing similiar to
[the one] by the Administration Building," said
Senator Sandy si oil, a supporter of the bill.
The University may be
required to help pay for
construction costs and
build a sidewalk in the area
because of the cost to the
city.
"It would be nice if both
the University and the city
contribute," chief legislative officer Jeff Stefancic
said.
In other business, USG
passed a bill with 25 votes
requesting the University
to repair an on-campus
commuter overflow lot.
The bill states Lot 12 has
numerous potholes as large
as three feet in diameter
and six inches deep. It also
lacks proper lining to designate parking spaces.
USG recommends that
the potholes be filled and
lines be painted as soon as
possible. The potholes
could cause damage to vehicles, and if lines are
painted in the area it would
ease student confusion.
"The students are very
aware of the deterioration
of the state of facilities on
this campus," USG President Jennifer Mai In- said.
"And this shows that USG is
interested in the day-to-day
issues of student life."
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NATO forces retaliate against Serbs
By Aida Cerkez
The Associated Press

SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina - In its biggest airstrike ever, NATO retaliated
Monday for repeated Serb attacks on a U.N. safe haven by
bombing an airfield in a Serbcontrolled section of Croatia.
NATO commanders said the
raid knocked the Udbina airfield
out of commission for 30 days.
The airfield and its artillery batteries have been used by Serbs in
recent weeks to terrorize residents of government-held areas
of northwest Bosnia
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NATO retaliated
Monday for repeated
Serb attacks on a U.N.
safe haven.
A Croatian commander
tweaked his nose at the
NATO raid saying the
damage could easily be
repaired.
The bombers struck the
airfield 22 miles
southwest of the U.N.designated safe area of
Bihac.

A Croatian commander
tweaked his nose at the NATO
raid, saying only two runways
were damaged by the midday
airstrike and could be repaired
as early as Wednesday.
About 30 F-ISs, F-16s, Jaguar
and Mirage jets from the United
States, Britain, France and the
Netherlands crossed the Adriatic
for the airstrike, NATO's seventh
since the Bosnian war started in
April 1992 and the alliance's first
in neighboring Croatia.
The bombers struck the airfield 22 miles southwest of the
U.N.-designated safe area-of Bihac and reportedly took out its
anti-aircraft guns and one surface-to-air missile site, said Adm.
Leighton W. Smith, NATO commander for southern Europe.
"Initial reports are that the
strike was successful," Smith

said. Serb surface-to-air missiles
were fired at the NATO planes,
but he said all warplanes and 20
support aircraft returned safely
to their bases in Italy.
The U.N. commander for
former Yugoslavia, Gen. Bertrand de I,apresle, requested the
NATO warplanes target runways
and taxiways - not destroy aircraft, Smith told reporters in Naples, Italy.
"Our intention was to try to
limit collateral damage," Smith
said. "We did not want to go outside of that airfield area, and we
wanted to limit the number of
people on the ground who might
be casualties as a result of the
strike."
Slobodan Jarcevic, an aide to
Croatian Serb leader Milan Martic, asserted that two villages
north of the airfield were destroyed, "and it is assumed that all
civilians that were in those
houses were killed." There was
no independent confirmation.
The United Nations said some
Czech peacekeepers, who were
posted near Udbina, were taken
hostage after the raid. Jarcevic
said two peacekeepers were being held by Serb troops who are
"threatening to kill them."
Smith said the raid wasn't
meant "to put the airfield out of
commission for an awfully long
time. If we had wanted to we
would have taken out all the aircraft, the ammunition."
Croatia's air force commander
said the damage to two runways
"could be repaired in 48-72
hours." The commander, Col.
Imra Agotic, also said about 20
fixed-wing aircraft and 10 helicopters were "destroyed or considerably damaged."
The air strikes actually may
play into the hands of Bosnian
and Croatian Serbs. Since they
have been attacking Bosnian
government lands jointly in recent weeks, an escalating crossborder conflict might pressure
Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic to help the Serbs.
The Serbian leader cut off
AP
most aid to Bosnia's Serbs in AuFWMftmle Marti
gust in exchange for eased inter- \ maD peers out the window of Sarajevo City Hall while French United Nations soldiers inspect the site
national sanctions on Serb- where two projectiles fired from a Serb position landed Monday. Hospital officials said one man was
dominated Yugoslavia.
wounded In the attacks, caused by either rocket-propelled grenades or wire-guided missiles.

Beijing decides to oust McDonald's Republican senator
attacks president;
Restaurant must make way
for new commercial complex
others defend him

By Elaine Kurtenback

The Associated Press

BEIJING - Breaking its promise of a 20-year perch on Beijing's choicest street corner, the
city said today McDonald's must
pack up its golden arches and
make way for a new commercial
complex.
The city's decision to break the
land-use agreement is likely to
shake the confidence of other
foreign companies that have invested heavily in shops and factories on the premise that their
long-term contracts would be
honored.
In the two years since it
opened, the McDonald on the
corner of Wangfujing Street and
the Avenue of Eternal Peace, just
two blocks from Tiananmen
Square, has become one of the
most profitable of the 22 McDonald's sites in China.

The 1.2 million square-foot site
surrounding the restaurant is
destined to become the Oriental
Plaza, a commercial, office and
residential complex planned by
Hong Kong developer Li Ka-shing.
"Wangfujing McDonald's belongs to the expansion plan in
Wangfujing Street. It needs to be
dismantled and moved," said an
official in Beijing's Foreign Liaison office who requested anonymity.
The official said McDonald's
would have a site within the new
complex once it is completed in
about three years. Details of its
location within the new complex
and of the compensation to be
paid are to be negotiated between
the land developer and McDonald's, he said.
McDonald's representatives in
Beijing and Hong Kong said they
had not been officially notified of

INSIDE

By Jim ABrams
The Associated Press

Helms' assertion was quickly
disputed by Joint Chiefs of Staff

WASHINGTON - Future Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole,
seeking to calm a storm raised by
Clinton antagonist Sen. Jesse
Helms, is defending the president as a capable commander in
chief.
"I had some reservations early
on, but I think he's up to the job
now," Dole, R-Kan., said Sunday
AP Ptioto/Grrg Baker on ABC's "This Week With David
Brinkley."
Chinese workers demolish the building beside the McDonald's restauHelms, R-N.C, in line to be
rant on Beijing's Wangfujing Street Sunday.
chairman of the Senate Foreign
comment.
Relations Committee when Rethe city's decision.
publicans take control of ConMcDonald officials earlier said
Beijing city officials granted gress in January, said in a CNN
they had no intention of vacating
the site, and believed they had a McDonald's the right to use the interview Friday that he did not
legal right to stay in the building Wangfujing site in the aftermath think Clinton was qualified to be
of the army crackdown on pro- commander in chief. He said
they built.
Staffers in charge of the Orien- democracy protests on Tianan- many military leaders shared
that view.
tal Plaza development declined to men Square in 1989.

EDITORIAL > WORLD
Norm VanNess explains why
this month's elections showed that
the nation's Afirjcan'Americans
are abandoning the Democratic
Party.
-'*•».
«• Page 2.

The Foreign Ministery Monday
officially apologized for the first
time for the delayed delivery of a
virtual declaration of war before
Japan's 1941 attack on Pearl
Harbor.
«■ Page 3.

SPORTS
The women's swim team swept
its weekend competition. The
victories gave head coach Brian
Gordon his 100th win.
«■ Page 4.

See CLINTON, page three.

AP Pholo/IVnl« l>.quln

President Clinton bites a tee at
Mid-Pacific Country Club.

WEATHER
Partly sunny. High around 40.
Mainly west winds 10 to 20 mph.
Tonight variable cloudiness with
a slight chance of snow flurries.
Low in the lower 20s.
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Rights, family need
to be appreciated
As the nights grow longer and colder, winter and
the holiday season quickly approach.
This Thursday is Thanksgiving and it marks the
beginning of the Christmas season.
It is also the hallmark day when families get
together to give thanks for the many blessings that
have been bestowed upon them.
We are also supposed to remember how fortunate
we are to live in a country that is endowed with
unique qualities such as freedom and individuality.
These inalienable rights, which we take for granted, are being fought for in bloody battles around the
world.
Although the United States is not a Utopian society,
and the media will be the first ones to remind the
public of this, it is all we have.
And the United States has done pretty well over
the last 200 years since our declaration of independence.
Since that declaration our forefathers have waged
battles, both on foreign battlefields and in the moral
conscience of our society, to assure that our freedoms remain intact for everyone to enjoy.
Thanksgiving should be remembered as more than
just the beginning of the Christmas shopping season.
It should be a time to be grateful for all that we
have been given because Thanksgiving, like all holidays, focuses on unity and togetherness.
It is a time for good will and understanding. It is a
time for remembering, a time to be thankful. We take
a great deal of things in life for granted, but in reality there are a lot of people around the world who
lack the "necessities" we've become accustomed to.
In 1621, in some small, drafty primitive cabins in
Plymouth, Mass., colonists sat around tables to give
thanks for the fact that they had survived in a new
land.
Little did these colonist know that the American
society would make a tradition of gathering symbolicly to honor its survival. They took the first steps in
the creation of a great land.
Today, when the fragility of family structures
often tears loved ones apart, we should give thanks
for our loved ones.
For we have survived.
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Democratic Party losing voters
The ripple effects from this
month's general elections are
still being felt throughout the political world. So many big things
have happened that it will take us
well into next year to evaluate
them all.
One interesting thing that has
happened is that the Democratic
Party Is losing a group of voters
that is has, for far too long, taken
for granted: African Americans.
Some exit polling has pointed
out that as much as 35 percent of
the black vote crossed the proverbial line and voted Republican
this time around. To me, it is no
suprise.
As more African-American
families enter the middle and
upper-middle economic brackets, we see more of them jumping
from the Democratic ship. Why?
Let's take a few examples.
Middle class blacks, just like
middle class whites, quickly tire
of seeing upwards of 45 percent
of their paychecks being swallowed up by their government.
They want the ability to keep
more of what they earn and they
don't see Democrats as the party
to help them do it. Republicans
are for smaller government and
lower taxes, and they increasingly become a viable option for
those who want more opportunities.

Culture shock
proves upsetting

I would definitely consider
myself an open-minded person,
especially when it comes to culture differences. However, I experienced a shocking wake-up
call this weekend.
My roommate and I studied
abroad in the University's AYA
Spain program for a year (which
I would say was the best thing I
editor 372-2603
ever got out of my college expeWeekend Reality 372-6967
rience).
managing editor 372-6966
Living in a different culture,
assistant managing editor 372-2952
you learn to deal with things
news editor 372-2604
you've never had to deal with becity editor 372-6968
fore.
This is part of learning a new
sports editor 372-2602
culture. It is also the whole
editorial 372-2604
reason why a student goes to that
country to study there, to learn to
204 West Hall
adapt to a whole new culture.
Bowling Green Stale University
However, this past weekend I
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403-0726
experienced a whole new type of
bgnews@andy.bgsu.edu
culture shock here In my own
country.
Copyright ©1994 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material in this
For a while now my roommate
publication without the permission of The BG News is strictly prohibited. and I have been planning a trip to
Chicago to visit a friend we met
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 and is
published daily during the academic year and Wednesdays in the summer. while studying In Spain.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors in| Being sensitive to foreigners
(knowing how it feels to be the
the stories or photograph descriptions.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the student body "foreigner"), my roommate invited a French student she met in
faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns,
one of her classes to come along
cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News. Letters
to Chicago with us.
intended for publication must be between 200-300 words long, typed and
He had mentioned to her that
include the writer's name, phone number and University affiliation, if an,. he had not been out of Bowling
The BG News reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
Green since he arrived here. We

The BG News Editorial Office

Middle-class AfricanAmericans may also be tiring of
how Democrats in Washington
are working against them. A
great example of this is how
Clarence Thomas was treated by
some of the most powerful Democrats in the nation.
It was Ohio's own Howard
Metzenbaum who's office
launched the first salvo against
Thomas in the form of Anita Hill.
During his confirmation hearing, it was DEMOCRATS who villified him on by sterotyplng him
as sex-crazed. Here is a man who
struggled against all odds in his
childhood, worked his way
through law school, became a
federal judge and was nominated
by a white Republican to become
one of the most powerful persons
in the United States.
Instead of holding him up as

The article and ABC said four
other women had claimed harassment by Thomas. This raises a
question: Why didn't Hill and her
supporters present these women
during the hearings to testify
against the "evil" Judge Thomas? I would guess that they,
just like Hill, were not being
truthful.
Only one of the four has come
close to actually alleging harassment took place. Angela
Wright claimed harassment after
Thomas fired her for not doing
her job.
She told workers in the office
to "tell Clarence to watch his
back." A little probing will show
that Wright has claimed sexual
harassment against other bosses
who fired her as well.
Many people approached ABC
to serve as balance to the allegations put forth by the former
"Journal" reporters, but ABC refused to have them on their show.
Who's censoring who now?
Now, if this is the party of the
African-American, then I certainly hope that more AfricanAmericans will arrive at the conclusion that Democrats are in
Washington for themselves and
not for the people the represent.

A few weeks ago. The Wall
Street Journal ran a rather large
story by two of its former reporters, Jill Abramson and Jane
Mayer, alleging that there were
other women who had claimed
harassment at the hands of, pardon the pun, Thomas.
ABC ran a special edition of its
news magazine "Turning Point"
to stomp on Thomas' reputation
some more.

Norm Van Ness is a weekly
columnist for The News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The BG News Staff
photo editor Ross Weitzner
sports editor Mike Kazimore
assistant sports editor Marty Fuller
graphics editor Jim Mericsko
Weekend Reality editor Andy Dugan
special projects editor Robin Coe
assistant special projects editor Melissa Lipowski
copy chief Dawn Keller
assistant copy editor Cindy Williams

Van Ness

the great role model that he is.
Democrats in Washington chose
to lynch him on national television.
If you can tear youself away
from Beavis and Butthead long
enough, watch for one of his
speeches on C-Span. Clarence
Thomas is an eloquent and cogent speaker...someone I admire
greatly.
Anita Hill's claims were far
from credible, and a little investigative reading will reveal
for you the scam that her allegations were.
Take note, however. I am not,
in any way, saying that sexual
harassment does not take place
in the office, at school and in
government.
I am saying Anita Hill's allegations were circumstantial at best
and they almost kept a great man
from sitting on our highest court.

felt bad for him, so we invited pression happened to be the
him and whomever he wanted to rudest thing I've ever heard.
We were told that Americans
bring along.
Well, all four of us took off for think of themselves as the belly
Chicago, and the minute we got in button of the world.
They sure had no problem usthe car they immediately began
speaking to each other in French ing two self-righteous Americans
One thing I learned from being in for a trip to Chicago, a place to
Spain is that it is an insult to stay and a fully planned weekspeak your language in front of end.
I am still in disbelief, and I am
others who don't know your lanreally amused how they convenguage.
Finally we arrived, met our iently wauted to insult us when
friends and had a great time all they were within walking disweekend (despite that fact that tance from their dorms.
They could have at least insultthe French men spoke entirely in
ed us In French! But no, they
French the whole time.)
On the way home, things took a wanted to let us know exactly
turn for the worst. They contin- how they felt.
I suppose my whole point is
ued to exclude us by talking to
each other, including during din- why would you study in a country
ner when all four of us were you openly Insult? Why study a
language you refuse to practice?
seated at a small table.
This was not meant to stir up
The event that really got me
angry was that after four hours controversy or to stereotype all
of not speaking to us, suddenly French students. I guess it just
we were asked in English if we goes to prove that you can't be
were going anywhere for dinner. nice to people.
If you give them an inch, they
We had just pulled into Bowling Green and all I wanted to do will always go that mile.
was go home, but, feeling obligated to be nice, we took them to Jennifer Dillon
Senior
dinner (and once again they continued their conversation in Psychology Spanish
French.)
After dinner, as we were pulling out of the parking lot, they
started saying something In English but in extremely loud voices.
Here we were being enter- I am writing about the parking
tained with their impressions of problem on campus.
Americans. However, I was not The other day, I went outside to
at all amused. Their little Im- the Compton parking lot to feed

Parking continues
to hinder students

the meter for my roommate. It
was only 10 am., and he already
had two parking tickets.
Even though I do not own a car
or have one at school, I find what
the University is doing to us absurd and stupid.
We pay thousands of dollars to
attend this college, and we cannot park where we want to.
There are designated areas,
but you need to walk a mile or so
to get to your car. I know if I paid
enough to buy a house for one
year of college, I would want to
park outside my residence hall.
I think the University should
reconsider its so-called parking
rules and try not to be overly
greedy.
It just might make students
happy for once.
Joseph Kover
Freshman

SIC SIC thanked
for hard work
Many thanks to the hardworking, anonymous members of
SIC SIC who recently acknowledged the significant contributions made to campus life by the
hundreds of students who annually participate in University
Theater productions.
Thank you for all the encouraging support. Keep up the good
work.
Allen N.Kepke
Professor and Chairman
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THEY
SAID IT

"No, we have a good airplane."
-Peter Germano, captain

Top 10 Mom

ACROSS
THE NATION
Japan apologizes for
delayed war warning
TOKYO - The Foreign Ministry Monday officially apologized for the first time for the delayed delivery of a virtual declaration of war before Japan's
1941 attack on Pearl Harbor.
The declaration - a formal notice of the breaking of f of talks
aimed at averting war - was delivered almost an hour after the
surprise attack.
Documents declassified on
Sunday said the ministry had
blundered by failing to give
Japan's embassy in Washington
sufficient warning of its urgent
task.
"It is extremely regrettable
that such a thing happened,
which we consider inexcusable,"
ministry spokesman Terusuke
Terada said today.
In one of the newly disclosed
documents, Katsuzo Okumura, a
senior embassy counselor at the
time, said he was shocked when
he heard news of the Pearl Harbor attack on the radio after he
finished typing the last page of
the declaration.
In the Dec. 7,1941, air raid on
against the U.S. Pacific Fleet, the
Japanese killed 2,400 people and
destroyed 120 U.S. planes and 19
ships.
President Franklin Roosevelt
called it a "date which will live in
infamy," and the United States
entered World War II the following day.
The ministry says the latest
disclosure is the most comprehensive account and the only
existing government record of
what happened in Washington in
the final hours before the attack.
The reports say that even after
most of the declaration had been
deciphered, since there was no

warning of urgency, all the embassy officials gathered at a
Chinese restaurant for a farewell
party.
They returned to the office
midmorning to find an urgent notice of the deadline and the last
part of the declaration.
"We had never been given
warnings," Keinichiro Kondo,
another diplomat, wrote. Kondo
said he received no emergency
call that morning, and, "when I
arrived at the office, I found
quite a few incoming telegrams
waiting, including those left unread overnight."
In an interview with the newspaper Mainichi, Kondo, now 83,
said, "A typical war declaration
is written in a few sentences.
Who could have imagined such a
lengthy description of the negotiations in effect was the one?*

Simpson attorneys
try longshot
LOS ANGELES -- O.J. Simpson's attorneys are betting on a
longshot if they think questioning
the police-captain wife of Superi-
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or Court Judge Lance Ito will
help bolster their case, a legal
expert says.
The defense wants to question
Peggy York about her working
relationship with Detective Mark
Fuhrman, who said he found a
bloody glove at Simpson's estate.
The defense has suggested that
Fuhrman, who is white, is a racist
who may have planted the glove.
York was scheduled to take the
stand during a hearing this afternoon before Superior Court
Judge Curtis Rappe, who will decide if she should testify at the
trial.
Fuhrman's lawyer, Robert
Tourtelot, told NBC this morning
that the defense is just trying to
divert attention from the real issue - who killed Nicole Brown
Simpson and Ronald Goldman.
"Mark Fuhrman is not on trial,"
Tourtelot said. "The fact that she
was his supervisor has no relevance to the case."

Christy's last chance
looks good

CLEVELAND - A baby conceived in the hope her bone marrow would save the life of her
5-year-old sister was born Monday, and doctors said the outlook
was good for mother and both
daughters.
Jill Schwartz gave birth to a
19-inch, 7-pound, 9.2-ounce
daughter about 10:41 a.m., Dr.
Susan B. Shurin said. Blood was
collected from the umbilical cord
and will be transplanted into her
sister, Christy, early next year.
"We got more than enough cells
and everything's frozen away,"
Shurin said. "It's hard to ask for
anything better than this."
The infant, Angelina, is the
only member of the family whose
bone marrow matches that of
Christy, who was diagnosed with

Send Ballots to:
210 West Hall by Dec. 2.
All entries will be tabulated and the
results will appear in the final week of
classes.
Residence Hall rooms and Apartments
will be judged from nominations
received.

Bookstore (Textbooks)

leukemia at age 11 months.
Schwartz and her husband,
Randy, also have two sons, Michael, 2, and Anthony, 1.
The family did not wish to
comment Monday, University
Hospitals spokeswoman Fran
Armon said.
Doctors induced labor, Shurin
said. The baby was expected
after Thursday, but doctors
feared that specialized equipment - including a freezer where
the umbilical blood will be kept might not have been available
over the holiday, Shurin said.
Christy Is being treated with
chemotherapy and anti-cancer
drugs but will die without a bone
marrow transplant, The Plain
Dealer reported Sunday.
A suitable donor also could not
be found on the National Bone
Marrow Registry. So the couple
conceived a child in February on
the one-ln-four chance that the
infant's bone marrow would
match Christy's. A test 16 weeks
into the pregnancy confirmed the
match.
Mrs. Schwartz had read a
magazine story about the Ayala
family of San Bernardino, Calif.
In 1991, the family's teen-age
daughter received bone marrow
from her newborn sister, who
was conceived to provide a
match. The transplant was successful.
Shurin said there is a 20 to 30
percent chance a transplant will
cure Christy.
Blood and stem cells, which
make up all the body's blood
cells, were harvested from Angelina's umbilical cord, then mixed
with a preservative and frozen.
Shurin said the transplant would
be done early next year, probably
by February.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.
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We score

Society of Professional Journalists
announces it's RAFFLE Winners:

MCAT
LSAT
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GMAT
1-800-2REVIEW
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Annemaric Aquaviva
Joyce Tagliaferro
Andy Maurer
Josh Mossing
Lester Barder
Cuillermo Cibcns
Kirk Pavelich
Karen Keller

Thanks to our sponsors:
Kinko's, Ben Franklin, Subway, Finders,
SBX, University Bookstore, Downtown,
Cosmos, Pizza Hut, McDonalds

AP Ph««o/Tom Strati tn*n

Dorothy Letterman, mother of talk-show host David Letterman,
Is led onto the court carrying a giant pencil between quarters of
the Indiana Pacers-Seattle Supersonics game in Indianapolis
Friday. Dorothy took part In a promotion to kick off balloting for
the NBA All-Star game. She used the pencil to mark her vote on a
10-foot version of this year's ballot.

CLINTON
Continued from page one.

Chairman Gen. John Shalikashvili, who called several news organizations Saturday to express
his full confidence in Clinton.
"I think it's important to me
that this view not be represented
as that of the military leadership,
or for that matter, the view of the
military as a whole," he told The
Washington Post.
Dole, who has been a sharp
critic of Clinton in such foreign
policy areas as Bosnia, said he
thought the president had performed better recently in Haiti
and the Middle East. "I think he's
doing better all the time."
Sen. Orrin Hatch, a conservative Republican from Utah, also
sought to tone down Helms' rhetoric. He criticized Clinton's compromise agreement with North

Korea on its nuclear weapons
program and said he'd been
"very alarmed and concerned by
some of the foreign policies of
this administration."
But he said on CBS' "Face the
Nation" that Americans should
back whoever is president in military matters, and "I personally
believe the president has been
doing better in foreign policy"
recently.
The conservative Helms, an
adamant foe of foreign aid programs and longtime nemesis of
the State Department, had previously shown he will be a confrontational head of the Foreign
Relations Committee.
Soon after the Republican victory in the midterm elections, he
urged Clinton to put off a vote on
the GATT world trade agreement, planned for early December, until next year.

Sports
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Women swimmers soak competition
By Scott Brown
The BC News
The Bowling Green women's
swimming team swept both of its
matches over the weekend
against Wright State and Kenyon,
going above the .500 mark for the
season and earning coach Brian
Gordon his 100th career coaching victory in the process.
The women
prevailed over
Wright State
126-106 on Friday, while
Kenyon was
bested 125-110
on Saturday.
Both meets
were held in
the Cooper Pool
Pattesoo
at the Student
Recreation Center.

The men were not as fortunate,
however. Wright State defeated
the men 126-1 IS, and Kenyon
trounced them thoroughly
132-110.
"I suppose if you coach long
enough, you'll eventually hit
100," chuckled Gordon, now in
his seventh season. "I've been
fortunate to have great assistant
coaches and ereat athletes here."
Cheryl Patteson won three
events over the weekend to lead
the women's team, but Tracy
Sanderson highlighted the weekend when she qualified for the
NCAA zones competition. Her
score of 251.25 against Wright
State qualified her for the onemeter zones, while Saturday's
269.35 qualified her in the threemeter competition. That score
was also good for first place
against Kenyon.

Sanderson also went to the
zones last year as a freshman.
Her progress and consistency
have pleased Gordon.
"She Is working very hard and
has done a solid job for us," Gordon said. "Now our hopes are to
get her in the top three or four at
the NCAA meet."
Patteson won the 200-meter fly
race and the 400 individual medley against Wright State on Friday, while her time of 2:09.37 in
the 200 backstroke on Saturday
won the competition by nearly
three seconds. Her 200-fly time
was a sparkling 2:07.44, another
three-second win, while the 400
IM was won by over 11 seconds
with a time of 4:30.63.
Michelle Pilling, Lynn Ruther-

ford, Alicia Kelso, Gina Paul and
Heather Williams were also individual winners for the Falcons.
"The women probably swam
their best meets of the year,"
Gordon said. "They performed
well. We've improved a great
deal since the beginning of the
season. It was nice to come away
with a pair of wins."
Rutherford won a pair of
events, the 200 freestyle against
Wright State and the 500 freestyle against Kenyon. Pilling won
the 1000 freestyle against both
Wright State and Kenyon and the
500 freestyle win on Friday
against the Raiders. Kelso's win
came in the 200 breast stroke
with a time of 2:27.07, while Williams won the 50-meter freestyle

against Kenyon. Paul won the
one- meter diving competition
against Kenyon with a score of
216.90.
The 400-meter relay medley
team also pulled out on top with a
time of 4:06.23 against Kenyon.
Kelso, Jacqui McRae, Shelley
West and Jen O'Rourke teamed
up for the victory.
Depth, or the lack thereof,
came back to haunt the men
again in their meets. Gordon realizes that the men are still rebuilding in some spots, but also
knows that his team had a great
chance to beat Wright State but
let the victory slip away.
"We let one get away against
Wright State," Gordon said. "We
had several opportunities to beat

Leaver, Falcons Testaverde shocked
top league' s list after being benched
By Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

Twenty of the nation's top semifinalists are expected to be cut to
five this week. Pruitt, a 5-foot-10,
205-pound senior, led the MAC
and was second In the nation with
171.8 yards rushing per game. He
set MAC records with his 1,890
yards rushing, 2,294 all-purpose
yards" and 22 touchdowns. He
also led the MAC and was second
in the country in scoring as well.

The Associated Press

TOLEDO - Running back
Brian Pruitt of Mid-American
Conference champion Central
Michigan was one of five unanimous choices by league coaches
to the 1994 AU-MAC team announced Monday.
Also selected to the team unanimously were Bowling Green
place-kicker Brian Leaver,
The Chippewas placed five
Western Michigan defensive
lineman Dion Powell and punters players on the first team, while
Gary Layton of Miami of Ohio runner-up Bowling Green had
and Brad Maynard of Ball State. seven.

BF.REA, Ohio - Vinny Testaverde was as surprised as
anyone when he was told to find a
seat on the Cleveland Browns'
bench.
"I came out at halftime and
warmed up as if I was going to
start the second half. I thought I
was," Testaverde said Monday.
But Browns coach Bill Belichick benched Testaverde and
let Mark Rypien finish the 20-13
loss at Kansas City on Sunday,
turning a couple weeks of apparent indecision into a full-blown
quarterback controversy.
The coach on Monday again refused to say whether Rypien or
Testaverde would start next
Sunday's home game against
Houston.
"The plan was to play Vinny in
the game (against Kansas City)
and get him back in the flow of it,
which we did," Belichick said.
"Mark went back in in the third
quarter, made some plays, took
us down to score, and we stayed
with him.

Other Falcons who received
Leaver, a senior from Sarasota,
Fla., scored 105 points for the first-team honors: quarterback
Falcon ball club this season, the Ryan Henry; wide receiver Ronmost by any kicker in BGSU and nie Redd; offensive lineman
MAC history. Leaver was 21-24 in Chad Bukey; linebacker Vince
field goal attempts and 42-43 in Palko; defensive lineman Greg
extra point kicks. During the '94 Cepek; and defensive back
campaign, Leaver set or tied George Johnson.
eight BGSU records. He also established a school and MAC re
Those BG players making the
TkcBGNtwWRMiWcltiiKr cord with 14 straight made field MAC'S second team: wide
Senior place kicker Brian Leaver boots one through the uprights dur- goals. Leaver is still being con- receiver Rameir Martin; tight
ing the Falcons' victory over Kent.
sidered for the Lou Groza Award. end Trevor Stover; offensive
lineman Jason Peters; and
WR/DB Charlie Williams.

Applications for

• spring '95 BG News editor

PISMKUO'S
Open Weekdays .it 4 p m Open at Lunch Fri Sal & Sun

203 N. Moin, ft.G.

352-5166

tiF^^^^ CUP * **VE Bl° TOR "HNeu.cs no nzu*

[1 Large
1-ltem
Pizza

are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.

omy$

ifOP

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 22.

Not valid with any other offers I

1 rPwoAcllo-S
I

l"TZZQ

FREE!DELIVERY

-352-5166
Cmgo9y*t
Cr*ago9y*AEj>a*ittt100 Cowan E«*11/3»4 I

L ADDBREADSTICKS! ONLY SI.95

VH-1 AND VISA PRESENT IN ASSOCIATION WITH
BLOCKBUSTER ENTERTAINMENT

The Voodoo Lounge is open! Don't miss this special
one night only concert event when the greatest
rock n' roll band in the world serve up their
latest and greatest
-it's 21\2 hours of serious satisfaction.

Friday,
November 2S_

ITS TIME

Gues

'2|SS
ices

ON PAY PER
VIEW

• Tuesday. November 22, Harshman closed all
day. McDonald & Commons close after lunch, &
Kreischer & Founders close at 6pm.
• Sunday. November 27. Kreischer fit
Founders open 4:30-6:30
• Monday. November 28. All Dining Centers,
resume regular schedule.

Speciality Area Closings
DOWNUNDER/GALLEY
KEEPERS SNACK BAR/G.T. EXPRESS & DEU
Open through Monday. Nov. 21 HI Mk*»jht-Re<>penonSundcy.Nov.27.6?m..

TOWERS WEST
Open through Friday, Nov. 18 - Reopen on Monday. Nov. 28.

CHANNEL:
PRICE:
PHONE:
*•«

VISA

55
$25.95
1-800-597-7782

them, but our problem was not
against their No. 1 swimmers. It
was the second and third guys
who hurt us. Once again, depth
was our main problem."
Gordon did point to Tom Stoltz
and Paul Henderson as a pair of
swimmers who performed well.
Stoltz and Henderson teamed on
a pair of relay teams who pulled
out victories.
Henderson pulled out an individual victory against Wright
State in the 50 freestyle with a
time of 21.90. Other Bowling
Green winners against Wright
State were Guenter Miller (200
fly, 1:52.44) and Brandon Farris
(200 backstroke, 1:55.54).
Farris had another win against
Kenyon in the 200 backstroke.

BERRIES

WOOI

01994 SET Pay Per View. All Rights Reserved. VH-1 is • registered troiemark of MTV
Networks. Blockbuster Entertainment name and design are trademarks of Blockbuster
Entertainment Corporation. Ft Lauderdale.

"Obviously the decision was
based on what we felt was the
best thing to do to win the game.
Both of them had played, and nobody was particularly effective."
The issue first arose at the end
of last month, when Testaverde
sustained concussions in consecutive games against Cincinnati
and Denver. Doctors told him to
sit out a game to let his head
clear.
Rypien started the next two
games and won both of them, and
Belichick started him again at
Kansas City even though Testaverde had been given a clean
bill of health. Testaverde then
came off the bench to throw a
15-yard touchdown pass to Eric
Metcalf in the second quarter t but did not play at all in the second half.
Neither Testaverde nor Rypien
was sharp. Testaverde was
4-of-12 for 38 yards with one
touchdown; Rypien was 10-of-24
for 114 yards with one touchdown and one interception.
They split practice time about
SO-SO last week. Neither knew
what to expect this week.
"I think it is good for the starter to take 80 to 90 percent of the
reps in practice," Testaverde
said. "I was very disappointed
not getting a chance to play
longer. I'm just going to do what
the coach asks me to do and not
let it seem to be affecting me in a
negative way, because then it
would affect the team, and that's
the last thing I want to happen.
"It doesn't matter what I'd like
or what I want. Both Mark and I
have to go by what he says. Let
me just say this: I want to be the
starting quarterback, and I'm going to keep preparing as if I am
the starting quarterback until
I'm told otherwise."
Testaverde was on the other
end of a quarterback controversy
that tore the team apart last year,
when Belichick benched and
eventually cut Bernie Kosar. The
Browns were 5-3 at the time but
wound up missing the playoffs at
7-9.
"I really haven't compared it.
I'm trying to forget about that,
because it was a tough time for
all of us," Testaverde said. "My
only concern is winning games."
Rypien, signed during the offseason with the intention of serving as Testaverde's backup, said
it wouldn't bother him if Belichick dropped him back.

Management Inc.

HUGE 1 bdrm, 215 E. Poe Rd.,
91/2 or 12 mo. lease starts at
310/mo. + elect.
353-5800 _,
Management Inc.

Eff. apartment, 215 E. Poe Rd.,
starts at $220 mo.
includes all util.
353-5800

Open through Thursday. Nov. 17 - Reopen on Monday, Nov. 28.

CHILY'S EXPRESS

St

Open through Tuesday, Nov. 22 tin 4pm - Be-open on Monday, Nov 28,2pm
UNIVERSITY FOOD OPERATIONS 372-2891

Management inc.
Spring Semester lease,

830 fourth St., 1 bdrm.
starts at $345/mo.
353-5800
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Bobcats bust into McCartney 'tough to handle'
country's top 25
By Jim LI Ike
The Associated Press

Like the steady stream of
running backs he recruited out
of California and plugged into
the option attack at Colorado,
Bill McCartney was tough to
get a handle on. Every time you
thought you had him, he left
you grasping air.
Even the man who gave him
his start in college football was
only slightly less stunned than
the rest of us by McCartney's
sudden decision to call it quits.
"There's no such thing as an
ideal time to get out of the
business, so I'm not going to
read anything more into it," Bo
Schembechler said, "unless I
hear it from him."
Some 20 years ago, Schembechler was the coach at Michigan and already something of
an institution around the state.
He remembers McCartney
working as both football and
basketball coach at Divine
Child High School, driving
over from nearby Dearborn in
his spare time to attend clinics
in Ann Arbor, an eager kid destined to make it in the big time.
The intervening years
proved Schembechler's hunch
right. After eight years as an

assistant in Ann Arbor,
McCartney moved on to Boulder to become head coach at
Colorado. He revived a moribund program there, won a
national championship and became an institution. Now, he is
about to become a legend in retirement.

Jim
JLitlte
That they are finally equals
doesn't surprise Schembechler, although Bo couldn't know
it would happen this soon.
"There's so much pressure in
coaching and it eats up so
much time ... that all of us get
to the point where we'd like to
walk away at one time or another. Most of us, though, have
to be chased out, or dragged

out, at the end.
"But the thing about Bill,"
Schembechler paused, "is that
he always had his own ideas
about how to do things."
Saturday brought another
one of those moments in
McCartney's meteoric career
when the word "impulsive"
sprang to mind.
Whether it was the last time
the description seemed apt - as
advertised just minutes after
Colorado closed out its regular
season with an easy win over
Iowa State at home - remains to
be seen.
During a Sunday night appearance on his weekly television show, McCartney sounded
most of the same notes that he
had at his surprise news conference Saturday. He was not
departing for health reasons,
or because there were problems at the school, or with the
NCAA, or an impending scandal of any sort. Basically, he
reiterated, he was leaving to
spend more time with his family.
That is scheduled to begin as
soon as the Buffaloes finish the
season with a Jen. 2 appearance in the Fiesta Bowl.
McCartney said though he has
no plans to return to the
profession, he could rule out a

return some day.
"I know people are asking
the question, 'What's behind
this?'" he said Sunday night.
"All that's behind this is that
it's time."
Maybe so. But considering
the way his career has gone,
something tells us this won't be
the last time we hear from him,
either.
For a guy who never ducked
a fight or gave up anything
without one, McCartney suddenly seemed remarkably resigned to giving up coaching.
During his 13 seasons at
Colorado, McCartney's stridency and unyielding devotion
to certain religious principles
rubbed more than a few people
the wrong way. It led to skirmishes with the university administration, some players and
their parents, sometimes in
court, on such matters as team
prayers, drug testing, and his
role as a speaker at an antiabortion rally.
What made the timing so
unusual was how far into the
background all those controversies had receded.
When Saturday dawned, the
54-year-old McCartney had
never seemed more secure
atop the platform he had been
preparing.

Bowl situation beginning to clear
APpho.wL..ikCio«

By Rick Wamer
The

Associated press

Ohio University's Gary Trent fights for a rebound during the Bobcats
The nation's top three teams
94-83 victory over Virginia. The win helped push OU into the nation's
are heading in different directop 25.
tions for the holidays.
No. 1 Nebraska can clinch an
consin, Connecticut, Michigan
The Associated Press
State, Syracuse, Oklahoma State Orange Bowl berth by beating
Oklahoma on Friday. The CornComing off Preseason NIT vic- and Virginia
Villanova led the final five in huskers would play No. 5 Miami,
tories over teams from the Big
Ten and Atlantic Coast conferen- front of Georgia Tech, Ohio U, provided the Hurricanes beat
Boston College.
ces, Ohio University got the re- Wake Forest and Alabama.
No. 2 Penn State already has
Ohio University beat then-No.
spect it craved Monday when it
grabbed its first national ranking 14 Virginia, which dropped six booked reservations in Pasadena,
places, on Friday night in the where the Lions will meet No. 12
in 25 years.
"We looked at this tournament second round of the Preseason Oregon in the Rose Bowl. The
Lions finish their regular season
as an opportunity to gain a NIT.
The other ranked teams to lose Saturday against Michigan State.
measure of respect, credibility
or notoriety," Ohio U. coach in the Preseason NIT were thenNo. 3 Alabama will be Sugar
No. 12 Syracuse, at home in overLarry Hunter said.
"But we really can't get caught time to George Washington in the Bowl-bound if it beats No. 4 Florup in that. It's a fragile type of opening round, and then-No. 18 ida in the Southeastern Conferpoll. If we lose, we could drop out Alabama, which lost at New Mex- ence championship game Dec. 3.
The loser plays No. 14 Ohio State
ico State in the second round.
pretty quickly."
Syracuse fell to 18th and Ala- in the Citrus Bowl.
The Bobcats jumped into The
Several teams remain in the
Associated Press college basket- bama to No. 25.
Ohio University, the regular- running to play the SEC chamball poll at No. 23, their first appearance in the rankings since season and tournament champion pion in New Orleans. If Alabama
1969-70 when they got as high as in the Mid-American Conference is there, the Tide will probably
No. 5. Hunter was a member of last season, is the first team from play No. 7 Florida State. But the
its league to be ranked since Ball Seminoles won't play Florida in
that team.
The victories over Ohio State State in 1988-89. They are the the Sugar because the teams
and Virginia - both on the road - only two MAC teams to be in the meet Saturday in Tallahassee,
and nobody wants a rematch.
in the Preseason NIT marked rankings since 1980.
The leading candidates to play
The Bobcats, who play George
the first time the Bobcats had
beaten teams from the Big Ten Washington on Wednesday night Florida in the Sugar are Notre
in the Preseason NIT, feature Dame and No. 13 Virginia. The
and ACC in the same season.
The top eight spots in the first standout power forward Gary Irish might get the bid with a win
poll of the regular season were Trent and aren't new to upsets as over No. 17 Southern Cal. If Nothe same as the preseason voting. they beat Connecticut last season. tre Dame loses, Virginia could go
That's not surprising because the
12 Preseason NIT games were
the only ones played, although
they weren't kind to ranked
MONDAY NIGHT
teams.
FOOTBALL
Arkansas received 62 of the 65
You'll love our halttime shows!
first-place votes and 1,621 points
from the national media panel
W1NTERFEST
November 251h & 26th
and was followed by North Carolina, which had one first-place
AMATEUR COMPETITION
vote and 1,491 points, Massa$500 in Cash Prizes
chusetts, Kentucky, Arizona,
Wednesday. November 23rd
UCLA, Maryland and Duke.
Mon-Wed 12pm-2am
Kentucky and Maryland had
Th & Fri 12pm-4am Sat 5pm-4am
Sun 5pm-2am
the other No. 1 votes.
Kansas and Indiana again
sandwich No. 10 Florida, but in
reverse positions as the Jayhawks move from 11th to ninth.
Cincinnati was 12th followed
by Michigan, Georgetown, Wis- 100s ot Beautiful Girls * 3 Uqly Ones<=> 135 S Bvrne Rd • Toledo -531-0079

with a victory over North Caro- urday.
Wisconsin earned a berth in the
lina State.
Texas Tech can go to the Cot- Hall of Fame Bowl by beating Ilton Bowl with a win over Texas linois 19-13. The Badgers will
Christian. The other spot could play an Atlantic Coast Conferbe filled by Notre Dame, Virginia ence team, probably Duke or
North Carolina State.
or Southern Cal.
The Liberty Bowl is matching
Several bowl berths were filled
Saturday, but many others won't Illinois against East Carolina.
UNLV, which defeated Nevada
be settled until next weekend.
Oregon gained its first Rose 32-27 to win the Big West, plays
Bowl bid in 37 years by beating Mid-American champion Central
Oregon State 17-13, and No. 10 Michigan in the Las Vegas Bowl.
Colorado State locked up a HoliNo. 6 Colorado is headed for
day Bowl trip with a 44-42 victory over Fresno State. Colorado the Fiesta Bowl, where it could
State will play No. 20 Michigan, play Florida State, Virginia or
which lost to Ohio State 22-6 Sat- Southern Cal.

Other potential bowl matchups:
Gator (Tennessee vs. Virginia
Tech); Carquest (South Carolina
vs. Syracuse, West Virginia or
Boston College); Peach (North
Carolina vs. Mississippi State);
Independence (Duke or Virginia-N.C. State loser vs. Georgia,
South Carolina, West Virginia or
Indiana); Aloha (Kansas State vs.
Boston College or Syracuse);
Freedom (Utah vs. Arizona or
Washington State); Copper (Oklahoma vs. BYU); Sun (TexasBaylor winner vs. Virginia-N.C.
State winner or Southern Cal);
Alamo (Washington State vs.
Texas-Baylor loser).

OUR CLOTHES ARE 100% OFF!
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Let Us Introduce You
to Authentic Mexican
Food!
» .\\\N\\\\\\\\\\V\\\\\\\

$2 OFF

on a minimum purchase
of $12

'< BUY ONE DINNER^
$ GET A SECOND AT $
1/2 PRICE
(Dint in only -el oqutl or
luttr nluo)

(Ono-ln onty)

EL,

806 S. MoM
836 S. Mom
Bowling Green
Cowling Green
352-3874
OM-0874
plrei12 '31-94 Not valid w/olher oouponi »'
/E»plr»i 1 ? 31 -t>4 Not valid w'ollwr coupons yv Expli
>_XXXXXNXXXXXXXXXXXXX*
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Gift Wrap Your Memories.
Your family photographs are too special to be tucked away in some album. They're meant
to be shared with others. And there's no better way than with a color photo calendar from
Kinko's. Just bring us your favorite shots, and we'll turn them into a personalized gift
calendar that reminds people of a lot more than just the date.

~i

I~"

SAVE UP TO $5 ON A PERSONALIZED CALENDAR

kinko's
the copy center
|_B0CI

Bring this ad into one of the Kinko's listed and save $1
on a designer calendar. $2 on a yearly calendar or $5 on
a monthly calendar. We can noi reproduce copyrighted
photos. One coupon per customer. Not valid with other
offers. Good through December 31. 1994.

,J

354-3977,
115 Railroad Street.
Open 24 hours a day. 7 days a week.
Ask about volume discounts.
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The B.O.S.U. COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
wiN not meet tonight due
to the Holiday Break

CAMPUS EVENTS

We wish evervone
a HAPPY THANKSGIVING

LOST & FOUND
LOST: Prescription Eyeglasses
Nov 13 at the IMffootDaJi fields
REWARD Call: 353-0234

SERVICES OFFERED

COME HEAR KEN STEFANOV
FROM THE CLEVELAND INDIANS

Pregnant? We can help
Free & confidential pregnancy tests.
support and information
BG Pregnancy Center
Call 354-HOPE

SMASMASMASMASMA
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP
This Wednesday at 9 00
101 BAA
ALL WELCOME!

Word Processing - Resumes, term papers,
thesis, dissertations on laser printer.

Political Science 366 Asian Government and
Polices is being offered by Dr. Benjamin
Muego. Professor of Political Science at Firelands College, through interactive technology
lor the Spring Semester of 1995 from 3 00-430
PM on Monday and Wednesday. Dr. Muego
will alternate his class meetings weekly between Firelands and Main Campus.
The Section Number for the class on Mam
Campus is 12880 This course will be specifically useful to those students of Political Science, History. Sociology. Journalism and International Business or Development who are
interested in Asian studies and politics.

PERSONALS

FIGHT AIDS
not people withAIDS
Week of events m observance
of World AIDS Day
sponsored by: Student
Organization Programmers Council
Nov 28 - Dec 1
25 yr old. pood looking white male college stu
dent, spends too much time studying, would
like to meet with a fairly attractive, slim to medium built female for occasional discreet adult
fun Tired of the bar scene, not interested in
committment, just want to enjoy mutual pleasure Send photo if possible and letter to: P O
Bo. 192. Fmdlay. OH 45839

Internet lor Macintosh Users This seminar
covers the Internet applications Telnet. Eudora
(mail), NewsWatcher (news). TurboGopher.
and Mosaic
Tuesday. Nov 22nd 5 00-7 00PM
Monday. Nov 28lh 2:00-4 00PM

Bong your fnends & enjoy BG's only fireside
dimngi Daily Buffet 11-9. Home of BG's Best
Breadstlcks VOTED Wood Co Best Soup &
Salad' Pagliai's. 945 S Man * 352-7571
COLORADO SKI TRIP
Jan. 1 through Jan. 8
5 nights/4 day lift Dckettransportation
only $397i
and it's BURSARABLEi
Sign up In the UAO office. Rm. 330 Union
NOVEMBER 10TODECEMBER2
(downpayment price $100)
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for more info
sponsored by UAO

Internet for Windows Users. This seminar
covers the Internet applications Telnet.
PC-Eudora (mail). VN (news), TurboGopher,
and Mosaic
Monday. Nov 2lsi500-700PM
Wednesday. Nov. 30th 5 00-7 00PM

Just A Reminder"!
Alpha Lambda Delta General Meeting
Tuesday. November 29
9:00pm. 1007 BAA
Mark Your Calendars)

HfTCH THE SKIES WITH AIRHITCH
Carrib/Mei$lB9R/T
Europe $229. Coast to Coast $i 29
Call for FREE program description

800 326-2009

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
PICK UP ENTRY FORMS IN
HOUSE ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4
DUE DATE.

The Fortune Teller

SKI OVER BREAK!
Steamboat Colorado
JAN i-JAN 8
TRANSPORTATION
LIFT TICKETS INCLUDED
$100 down payment needed
SIGN-UP m UAO office 330 Union
beginning NOV. 9 THROUGH DEC. 2
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 lor more info.
Sponsored by UAO
THANK YOUM!
The World Student Association would like to
thank ail those who participated in the International Festival 1994 "World University".
Thanks to all the cooks, entertainers, cultural
booth participants, servers and WSA members
who helped to make the festival a giant success
THANK YOU!!!
THE POWER OF PRAYER
Lon Sahemo speaks to educate
the people on
the power and importance of prayer

v*S

MATH-SCIENCE BLDG. RM. 210
Free Admlealon
sponsored by UAO
TIBETAN CULTURE AND ETHNICITY - OFFERED SPRING 1995 - ETHNIC STUDIES
300,123596 - THURSDAYS 6-9PM

WANTED

Our company is looking for individuals who
want to gain management experience next
summer. Earn $6.000-$i 0,000 per summer.
The earry bird gets the worm 1-800 887-1960.

Female Subieaser Needed
For Spnng Semester
Female Roommate
Clean A Quiet

Run your own business
College Pro Painters
U.S. LTD'
Outlets available
Akron, Cleveland, Columbus, Canton
Contact John: 352-3425

Close to Campus
Call ASAP
352-9257 ask lor Emily

Subieaser needed for Spnng Semester
2 bedroom apt.. Low rent.
Close to campus, Free cable
Call 25/-2830. ask for Matt.
Subieaser Needed for Spring 95
$150/mo Will have own bedroom
Call Cassandra 352-9414
SUBLEASERS NEEDED:
FOR SPRING SEM 95
2 PERSON APT. CLOSE TOCAMPUS
300/MO. UTILITIES INC CALL 354 8090
WANTED.
Tickets for Dec Graduation
$$$ Please call Leslie: 2-5880 $$$

HELP WANTED

* Toledo Account Executive'
The BG News is looking to hire
a Toledo Account Executive This
person would be responsible to:
'Cultivate New Accounts
'Helping sen/ice exisiting accounts
'Set A reach monthly goals
•Work20hrsaweek
You must be a hard working, enthusiastic individual who wants to GET A HEAD START!
Must have own car & flexible class schedule.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Students Needed" Fishing Industry
Earn up to$3,0O0-$6,00O plua per month
Room and board! Transportation I Male or Female. No experience necessary
Call
(206)545-4155 ext. A55442.

Evening Office cleaning
10-I2hr». per week.
Own transportation required
Call 352-5822.

G

■ Light Garlic Sauce w Mozarella
■ And Parmesan, Whole Sliced
| Tomatoes, And Red Onions

$C75

lwiV«MWin«ny0!n«r0««"£>Cirts!2?'IW

(.AMrUS n<INII k ^aV

PROFESSORS!

Only ^J
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YCXJK

.-„,„,„
PtBBr
\
352-51661

R LARGE

SPB0KK3 TOOffK] WsXDB
(S@WS1SB PA6IEBV8 ®B
(S@fL©B!
VIBABQ&PmBGlKSOBSQ
CHICK Oil COMKTITIVI PRICING
611 AD ILDG 37S-13IJ

SUBLEASER!NEEDED
Starting December 19
3l5N.Mam .eryclean.
1 bedroom apartment.
- 352-0214 •-

TELEVISION MODEL/
SPOKESWOMAN SEARCH:
S350 IN CASH FIRST PLACE, 1150 2ND
PLACE, PLUS YEAR LONG TELEVISION
AND EVENT DEAL. Finalists chosen Novenv
ber 30th at The Distillery, 4311 Heatherdowns.
Judging based on reading in front of camera,
photogenic quality and dance Wear your best
outfit, no bikinis

f, lucreSi 00)

#1 Awesome Spring Break'
Early Sign-up Spoaals' Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days 12791 Includes 12 Meals A 6 Parbesi
Cancun A Jamaica $439 Air From Columbus'
1 800-676-6386

Great
\p:irl iiM-iiI!!

ml
Graphic Design

352-5166

I Weekday Specials Good Mon thru Thur ONLY |

$450

$350

^^November 29, 1994

experience in your
Held during Spring
Semester 1995—
I work tor BGSU's

Eitn Itemt $1 each , Ertrs Items S.7Seach ,Extra hams 50c each
or Chicago Style I
or Chicago Style
I or Chicago Style
COUPON EXP it/ZTO I COUPON EXP. II/2M4 I COUPON EXP 11/2194

1

210 Math Science
Lori Salierno Speaks to
educate people on the
power and importance of prayer.

' *©**

352-5166
352-5166
352-5166
FREE DELIVERY I FREE DELIVERY | FREE DELIVERY

GREEITOR1AR
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

practical hands-on

Large One Item | Medium One Item | Small One Item
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Student Publications!

Applications now being
accepted for positions in
production Visit the
Student Employment
OH ice. 450 Student
I Services BMg. lor
requirements, etc.

Open Weekdays at 4 p.m.; Open For Lunch Fri., Sat., & Sun.

call 2-7164 or 2-2343 (or Info.

t

| 3 FREE
044Afl-fof£*354-0011

522 E. Wooster
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■ Bagels with purchase I 1
I
of dozen
II H

I
I

JW
Check us out
for our great
selection of
2nd Semester
Apartments

£S

& VCT majors:

$550

Bowling Green

Unlocks The
Door To A

MACINTOSH 11 al SO MG HARD DRIVE,
COLOR MONITOR, FAX/MOOEM. PRINTER,
MANY PROGRAMS $2000 CALL KEN AT
354-4204

Think about getting

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
■

146 North Main

C«i*cHkiiln*iar

FOR SALE SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
Wanted, responsible party to make low
monthly payments. See locally.
Call: 1-800-327-334S

»*.,**. *IW ■

|ltoVaWW*AriyOlW01ltr»Expm1Z/31'94

PUR WD

93 MT SHASTA GT Serengen. 2t gears. Toe
clips. H20 holder, Tioga Power Studs. Hunter
Green, Excellent for any weather. $350 o.b.o.

TTxe (Pozuer ofPrayer

Add Breadsticks! Only $1.95

WE USE ONLY

>1 Awesome'
Spnng Break Early Specials1 Panama Cily
Oceanview Room With Kitchen A Free Bus To
Bars $129' Daytona (Kitchens) Si59' Cocoa
Beach tl 591 Key West t229' 1 800-678-6386

1-ITEM PIZZA
A

Subieaser needed tor Spring semester.
Efficiency apt close to campus.
$220/mo all util. included. 354-0087

FOR SALE

■ Get additional Pizzas for $5 ea.
I idicago ir.*

Carty Rentals ' Houses & Apt. Listings
Now available tor school year 95-96
Call 353 0325 or pick up listing
at otttce: 316 E. Merry #3

Pick-up a free brochure for the 1995-96 school
year. Over 300 aparlments and houses to
choose from. Stop m to see us for all your housing needs Newiove Rentals - Our only office 328 S Mam. 352-5620.

CAR STEREO EQUIPMENT
SPEAKERS. SUBS. AMPS, EO
I NO LONGER HAVE A CAR TO PUT
THIS STUFF INI REAL CHEAPI
CALL ERIC 352-6521

^^r

353-0325' Cany Rentals
Subleasing available 2nd Semester.
Close to campus. Call today1

ForRENT2BDRMApt
Available tor spring/summer 95
1 block to campus. Free parking
$425/month A electricity
Call 353-9920

STUDENTS
II you're going ro be home lor I he
holidays and earning some extra money
sounds like a good way to spend your
winter break, here's just the
opportunity Several positions will
be available in November and all the
way through mid January on all shifts.
II this is ol interest to you, please
call Pat Taylor at (513) 498-2194.
stop m and complete an application or
send a letter ol interest to:
Direct Graphics Inc
829 Vandemark Rd
Sidney, OH 45365
Ann Employment Manaqp i

Brand New Fax Modem 14.4
14400 BPSV 32 BIS
SEND RECEIVE FAX DATA MODEM
WITH V 42 BIS MNP For PC Compatibles
$60 00 Courtney 354 4508

REPROgra{phics

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166
BGSU People's Choice Award

Student Painters <s looking for Bowling Green
students who have what it takes to run their
own business. Gam valuable expenence,
receive college credit, and have a great resume builder. Average summer earnings between $8,000-10.000. Management positions
available m all Cleveland suburbs. Akron. Canton. For additional information call Man
Scherer @ 1 800 543 3792

Call 354-6444

Dancers, DJ*s A Bar staff needed.
Immediate Openings
Call 531-6100.

Call 353-5072

Find out on
December 2

1-2 Subleasers needed immediately
foralarge 1 bedroom apt. close to campus.
Call 353 4508. leave message.

WANTED"1
Individuals and Student Organizaoons to Promote SPRING BREAK '95. Earn substantial
MONEY and FREE TRIPS CALL INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS 1 800 327-6013

$1500 wkly. mailing our circulars'
No experience required1 Begin Now"
For info call 202-298 8935

Suspended 2 bed toft for eale.
Dark green w/pamted daisy flowers.
Greal tor any dorm room.
Lois of personality. Call 353-1337.
$200090.

FOR RENT

SICK OF THE SAME OLD SUMMER JOB
THIS SUMMER YOU BE THE BOSS

Seeking 1 or 2 subleasers lor a spacious i rm
efficiency on Thurstin across from campus.
Furnished, waJk-incloset, full bath-kitchen tacilitjes. Rent $280 a month lor one. $140 a month
for 2 people. Call Steve at 353-0194 Available
mid December.

2 subleasers needed for Spring Semester
2 bedroom apartment dose to campus.

MEDIUM 12"
I EAST COAST
■ GARLIC PIZZA

New HCA VCR $200
SONY CD Player $75.
Call Mara ai354-75i2

Female subieaser needed. Low rent, Low utilities, very close to campus Call ASAP
352-2137.

i female roommate k> share Columbian
Courts apt. for fall semester Own room,
reasonable rent. Call 353-3815.

30
YCRRS

MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
including printer, only $500.
Call Chris at 800-289-5665

National Park Job.
Over 25.000 openings I
(including hotel staff, tour guides, ate.)
Benefits plus bonuses!
Apply now lor best positions
Call 1-206-545-4804 ext. NS5442.

Female subieaser needed lor Spnng
5th St.. own room. 1225/mo. * elec.
Please call Sarah at 3533004

MEN'S &
■ NOV. 30
130 FELD
OOP MON

NOV. 29 & 9PM

says:

Macintosh SE computer with modem
Asking $200 00
Call 353-2713

Napoleon, OH 43545.
Female roommate 3 bdrms.
2 full baths, rent negotiable
Call 353-3717 or (419) 933 8951

NEEDED: SUBLEASER
2 bedroom, 2 full bath apartment, lots of closet
space. Shuttle to the University included. Rent:
$432.25 * elec Contact Stacey ai 353 6007

Mon,Nov 288:00pm
Tatl Room in Union

Intro the the IBM PC and Windows This
seminar provides a basic orientation to IBM's
operating system (DOS) and Mircosofl
Windows.
Monday. Nov 2ist 200-4.0OPM
Tuesday. Nov 29th 5 00 7 00PM

Call 353-2713

Female Subieaser
For Fox Run Apis.
Non-smoking. 352-0706

International Students
discussion of the
World AIDS Issue

Free Computer Seminars

Gelling Started on the Mac. This session
presents the word processing software package Mircosoft Works, including a primer, which
discusses the Macintosh Desktop and the
mouse
Thursday.Dec lsi800 1000PM

Good location, willing to negotiate

FIG KT AIDS

Call 352 6705 (9-9)

The following Computer Services Seminars will
be offered during the month of November
They are open to anyone on campus Please
call 372-2911 to register for these free seminars. They are presented m the Tech Lab
Seminar Rooms, in the Tech Building Hands
on eipenence will be provided

General Assignment Reporter
Full-Dme. immediate opening.
Send or fax resume 592-9776
or Northwest Signal, P.O. Box 567

2-4 sublease's for large2bdrm apt

Department of Political Science

—SPORTS MANAGEMENT""
ALLIANCE
November 28.7 30pm
Ohio Suite [Union)

Congratulations
The Work! Student Association would like to
'hank all those who participated in "World University" International Festival 1994. And to
congratulate the winners or the Cultural
Booths:
i st Place Sn Lanka
2nd Place ■ African People's Association
3rd Place - Venezuela
Thank you (or your interest
and participation.
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VCT lull-lime co-ops available!

Bagel with any
cream cheese
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exp. 12-24-94 BGcc
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exp. 12-24-94 BGcc
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cheese
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WHEN YOU RIDE
DRUNK,
ONE MORE FOR
THE ROAD
CAN HAVE AN
ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT
MEANING.

